


The Bhutan Film Trust invites you to
get involved in the fascinating world of 
the Bhutan film industry.

Over 20 films are made each year, based on intriguing
stories and filled with breathtaking scenery.
Filmmakers, actors and scriptwriters are eager
to bring their films to a wider public and enter the
international film world.

We are happy to give you an impression
of the foremost recent productions 
from Bhutan, and inform you about how 
you can support the Bhutan film Trust 
and become part of our film community.
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Bhutan modestly takes its role in the film world by telling stories on our lives, 
on our history and how we deal with an ever changing environment. All of us 
are passionate about making films and getting the best out of ourselves, our 
crew, our cast and our suppliers. Bhutan is beautiful and within our country, its 
history and people lies a wisdom of compassion and contentment that is still 
easy to touch and to revive.
The world is changing fast and so is ours. Maybe that is why we love to make 
films on our ancestors, deities, modern developments and social issues that 
touch and inspire us.

We are at the beginning of making excellent films and work 
hard to further develop our talents. We want to improve our 
scripts and our techniques.
And for sure we want our films to appear in festivals, to produce 
more and better films and to reach out to you!

We are happy to give you this short introduction to our aspirations
and if it inspires you, please contact us and find out how you can
join the Bhutan Film Community!

Hon’ble Kesang D. Wangmo
actress,  member of parliament Bhutan
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Outwardly, I enjoy wine, women and song.
And inwardly I work for the benefit of all beings.
Outwardly, I live for my pleasure
and inwardly I do everything in the right moment.
Outwardly I am a ragged beggar
and inwardly a blissful Buddha. 

This poem by Drukpa Kunley, the divine 
madman, explains the duality in the life of 
many Bhutanese people. How can a person 
be faithful and unfaithful, and how can a 
phallus, a symbol of sex, spread wisdom 
and lead to enlightenment? Bhutan gets to 
grips with ancient stories and beliefs in a 
fast changing society. No wonder that many 
scripts by Bhutanese film makers delve into 
the confusion of the teachings of old masters 
and their translation into people’s lives today. 
Transition and transcendence have become 
main subjects in today’s films by young 
Bhutanese film makers.
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Maybe death is as mundane as opening a 
door. When we die, we just enter another 
door, and say, ‘Mother, I am home’. 
Perhaps we never die; we only enter 
another door into another world. We 
would only enter, enter into new life again 
and again and again. We never exit. If 
there is reincarnation, then death is birth. 
You are born again. There is no death.

Film maker Tashi Gyeltshen made his short film The Red 
Door in 2014 as a tribute to his nephew who lost his life in 
a tragic event. The film expresses his grief and sadness, 
displaying impressive long, slow shots of a man climbing 
a mountain, carrying death – the red door – on his shoul-
ders. At the top, he opens the red door and steps into 
an open space, entering a new life, again, again and again. 
The film premiered successfully at the Rotterdam Film 
Festival 2014, and was screened at many film festivals 
around the world. 
Tashi, who made his first short in 2009: The Girl with the 
Red Sky, now completes the Red Trilogy with his first 
feature-length film: The Red Phallus, in which passion and 
death are central themes.
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The Red Door by Tashi Gyeltshen



The traditional ‘3 year - 3 month - 
retreat’ or Lo-Sum-Choe-Sum 
is calculated as the time needed to 
achieve a higher state of clarity and 
motivation. 
By cutting oneself off from the world, 
and delving into the inner mind, the 
retreat is supposed to transform the 
practitioner. 
Lhamo, a young, wounded girl facing 
the harsh gaze of the world, finds her 
own dramatic form of retreat and 
redemption.

Dechen Roder comes from a family of writers and artists and 
is one of the most talented female film directors in Bhutan. 
Lo Sum Choe Sum, Dechen’s third short movie, premiered at 
the Berlinale 2015. Since then, the film has been screened 
at international film festivals, including Freiburg, Palm 
Springs, Seoul, Dharamsala and Melbourne and has received 
enthusiastic reviews. Her next film, The Honeygiver Among the 
Dogs, is a feature-length thriller, a drama film based loosely 
on classic detective and mystery genres. The Honeygiver is 
also an art film with deeper layers of mysticism, cultural 
determination and symbolism. The stories in Dechen’s 
films are culturally rooted in Bhutan and its Buddhist past, 
although the themes are universal: stories of love, faith, social 
issues, crime and compassion.
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Still from Lo-Sum-Choe-Sum by Dechen Roder
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Still from Inseparables by Arun Bhattarai and Dorottya Zurbó

‘Tashi and Tshering are not just unique girls 
who want to break with the family patterns 
they are supposed to follow, but role models for 
their generation.’

When they both get selected for the first 
under 14 girls football team, an inseparable 
bond develops in a faraway training camp. 
They share the same bed, whispering secrets 
during the night and supporting each other 
on the pitch. The film follows the story of their 
intimate friendship until the moment they have 
to compete with one another. Will they stay 
together or do they have separate destinies?

Dorottya Zurbó (Hungary) and Arun Bhattarai (Bhutan) 
share the same passion for filming and interest 
in youth issues. They met at the Documentary Film 
Directing Master’s Programme (DocNomads) in 
Lisbon, Budapest and Brussels. 
Arun and Dorottya were supported by professionals 
at the IDFA academy summer school and Crossing 
Borders, Dare to Dream training in 2015 when creating 
the Inseparables script.

Inseparables will be released mid 2016. Bhutan Film 
Trust supports the documentary film and assists with 
promotion. A crowdfunding  action started on January 
25, 2016 at: http://cinecrowd.com/en/inseparables-0
 

11Inseparables, a documentary film by Arun Bhattarai – Bhutan, and Dorottya Zurbó – Hungary
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Still from Prophecy by Zuri Rinpoche

Prophecy begins with the discovery of an ancient 
Buddhist scripture. A senior Buddhist monk embarks on 
a journey in search of a reincarnation who is destined 
to propagate the Buddha dharma. A young boy, Rigzen 
Lingpa, is recognised as the one to fulfil the prophecy. 
Once he is a lama, a girl from Thimphu takes her sick 
mother to receive blessings from him. They experience a 
powerful connection and, together, they embark on an 
incredible journey in search of the real meaning of the 
prophecy. This journey completely changes their lives 
and challenges conventional beliefs and social values...

The director of Prophecy, Venerable 8th 
Zuri Rinpoche, is the successive incarnation 
of the 7th Zuri Rinpoche of Thrangu 
Monastery in Qinghai. Since his childhood, 
he has had a strong innate passion for art 
and culture and a great interest in the 
appreciation of photography and sculpture. 
Prophecy is Zuri Rinpoche’s first film, in 
which he pictures intrinsic and confusing 
aspects of the Bhutanese society and the 
tremendous changes with which the Bhuta-
nese people are confronted. Prophecy will 
be screened at international film festivals 
in 2016.

13Prophecy, a film by Zuri Rinpoche
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Still from Norbu my beloved yak by Pelden Dorji
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Pelden Dorji is the most senior filmmaker in Bhutan. 
He studied filmmaking in India and Japan, and 
founded the Bhutan Film Association. Pelden has 
made over a hundred documentaries, feature films 
and art movies, and has won several international 
awards.
Pelden is the initiator and leader of a film project in 
2016, which will include four shorts. One senior and 
three young upcoming filmmakers will tell original 
stories from Bhutan. In the process, they will learn 
from and inspire one another, while remaining true 
to their artistic values.

Four shorts – 1 film project
Barcelona Tsip is one part of the project.

Tsip Dorji, an astrologer of great repute, 
concludes from his astrological findings that 
he will die at 2 a.m. the following 
morning. Unexpectedly, the European 
soccer final between Barcelona and 
Manchester United also ends at that precise 
moment and, according to Tsip Dorji, 
Barcelona will lift the trophy. Although he 
is one hundred per cent certain of his 
death at 2 a.m. the next morning, he is 
unsure how he will die...

15Barcelona Tsip, a film by Pelden Dorji



The Bhutan Film Trust is happy and proud to have accomplished the following in 2015:
 • assessed 16 film proposals for support 
 • assisted and supported 12 filmmakers with production, distribution, information, networks   
  and legal information 
 • advised 9 filmmakers on scripts and post-production  
 • supported 2 filmmakers with the post-production of their films
 • entered Bhutanese films for 8 international film festivals 
 • supported 4 filmmakers in attending screenings of their films at international film festivals,   
  extending their networks and exploring opportunities 
 • assisted 7 international film festivals with screening formats and PR
 • assisted and supported 2 filmmakers with promotional materials: brochures, posters and flyers 
 • supported and attended the Bhutan International Film Festival in Thimphu, February 2015
 • supported 1 filmmaker in attending International Crossing Borders workshops in Indonesia 

In 2016 the Trust will:
 • submit Prophecy by Zuri Rinpoche to international film festivals 
 • re-edit and submit Norbu my beloved Yak, by Pelden Dorji to international film festivals 
 • support Tashi Gyeltshen with his next production
 • support Pelden Dorji and his team to produce their four-fold shorts including Barcelona Tsip

 • support post production of the documentary film Inseparables a collaboration between 
  Arun Bhattarai (Bhutan) and Dorottya Zurbó (Hungary) 
 • assist Karma Atang with distribution of his animation Ap Bokto

 • assess and support films and or documentaries of four upcoming film makers 
 • support animation films which are currently ‘work in progress’
 • continue to promote Bhutan films at international film festivals
 • assess opportunities to open a video on demand channel for art house films from Bhutan 

17The portfolio of the Bhutan Film Trust comprises 16 films
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The Bhutan Film Trust supports talented film directors and producers in Bhutan and 
assists them in bringing their best productions to major international film festivals and 
film markets.
The Board of Trustees and committee members are well-known film experts and
dignitaries from Bhutan and the Netherlands. The Bhutan Film Trust is a non-profit
foundation registered under the Dutch law.
The Trust invites you to become a member of the Bhutan Film Community and to share
your networks, expertise and funding opportunities with us. You may also choose to
become a Maecenas to a Bhutanese filmmaker and support his/her career, or support
us with distribution.
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We offer you the latest films from Bhutan, personal updates, invitations for film 
screenings, premieres and meet and greets with directors and actors. 
We will arrange your travel to Bhutan to visit film sets and experience the beauty of the 
country, its people and its hidden treasures.

Visit our website and Facebook page and when contacting us we are happy to send you
more information and a link to one of the films in our portfolio.

www.bhutanfilmtrust.org
on facebook: bhutanfilmtrust

Mrs. Erica Sluyters
Laan van Avegoor 18
6955 BG  Ellecom
The Netherlands

tel.  +31 313 412 098
cell. +31 620 739 362
ericasluyters@bhutanfilmtrust.org

Mrs. Karma Luday 
Taba
Thimphu
Bhutan

tel. +975 171 136 89

karmaluday@bhutanfilmtrust.org

www.bhutanfilmtrust.org
on facebook: bhutanfilmtrust

Bhutan film trust is a bhutan+partners initiative
Chamber of Commerce 09133492
IBAN NL03 INGB 0009 5124 65
bhutan+partners is a Cultural ANBI
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